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Prelude for a Dream:

-Join a nostalgic voyage in Prelude for a Dream, with 4 catchy protagonists: Aglasis, Morail, Humots and Sustugriel. Each of t
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At best one could say this is a parody of JRPs but overall it is quite boring, lack any interesting locals or gameplay features, it
maybe cheap but it is a shame to all good rpgs made in RPG maker.. Prelude for a Dream This is my first game review Prelude
for a dream has some interesting music. Although I did not enjoy all of the music. There was some great music. Almost all of
the NPC info gives you no idea as to where to go next. A great many things are found by roaming around and getting lucky. I
am used to playing very keyed RPGs. This RPG is does not use many keys. The boss fights seamed easy. There was a few maze
puzzles. I got the game on sale and for that price Iu2019d recommend it.
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